
 

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

Chapter 4 - Section 2. EMPLOYMENT 

SUMMARY  

Employment planning has been modernized through recent changes to Provincial 

policy, including from A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

(“Growth Plan”) and the Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 (“PPS”).   

The Region is required to map Employment Areas and provide policy to ensure that 

these employment clusters are protected over the long term. The existing Official Plan is 

deficient in this area.  

An Employment Policy Paper is included as Appendix 10.2. That Paper contains 

significant details on employment-related topics set out in this Executive Overview.  

Draft employment policies are also included as Appendix 10.3. Key policies include the 

following: 

 Protecting designated employment lands to accommodate forecasted 

employment growth.  This protection includes mapping Employment Areas based 

on existing and planned employment clusters. 

 Recommending minimum density targets for Employment Areas that have been 

discussed and confirmed with local municipal planning staff. 

 Creating Employment Area sub-groupings to implement and protect envisioned 

functions of each draft employment area. The sub-groupings include Core (for 

the heaviest industrial), Knowledge and Innovation (for lighter industrial), and 

Dynamic (mix of traditional and lighter employment).  

 Establishing Employment Land Redevelopment Criteria and Employment Area 

Conversion Criteria to assist with the municipal review and evaluation of related 

applications. 

 Creating a process to identify and implement future employment areas. 

 Consulting the Province and local municipalities in establishing Provincially 

Significant Employment Zones as part of this Official Plan process. 

 Leveraging Niagara’s infrastructure and assets to strengthen existing and attract 

new economies and skilled labour workforce.  

The Region has received several requests to convert employment lands to other uses.  

The Region will assess and report on these requests in summer 2021.   

Prior to that, the Region asks that any comments on the materials provided here, 

including those relating to conversion requests, be made by July 2, 2021. This is 

asked so that the Region has sufficient time to review and make recommendations prior 

to reporting further in August 2021.  
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A Draft Policy set is provided with this sub-section document.  

Integration Guide for Sub-sections Reported in PDS 17-2021 
 Regional Structure ☐ Archaeology 

☐ Housing  Employment 

 Land Needs ☐ Agriculture 

 SABR ☐ Aggregates 

 Transportation ☐ Natural Heritage incl. 

 Infrastructure ☐ Water Systems Options 

 District/Secondary Plans ☐ Watershed Planning 

 Urban Design  Climate Change 

OVERVIEW   

The Region must be proactive to support existing employment and future job growth.   

The Region allocates population and employment forecasts to 2051 as set out in the 

Growth Plan. Planning to accommodate these forecasts requires comprehensive 

assessment using a land needs assessment methodology issued by the Province. This 

process is detailed in the Draft Land Needs Assessment Summary (Appendix 3.2).   

The Growth Plan and PPS direct the Region to plan for and protect different aspects of 

employment growth, development, and redevelopment.  In determining employment 

land needs, the Province sets out four categories of employment for municipalities to 

consider. These categories are major office employment; population-related 

employment; employment land employment; and rural area employment.  

The focus of most employment is within two land use types:  employment lands and 

employment areas.  

 Employment lands are parcels designated for employment uses within a local 

municipal official plan and/or zoning by-law.  

 

 Employment areas are made up of groups or clusters of contiguous employment 

land parcels.  

The Province directs the Region to map Employment Areas in the Official Plan. The 

Region has consulted with the local municipalities, industry stakeholders and the public 

many times in preparing draft mapping.  Those maps are attached as Appendix A to 

Appendix 10.2. 

The Region proposes three sub-groupings of Employment Area to implement and 

protect envisioned functions of each Employment Area.  
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The sub-groupings are Knowledge and Innovation Employment Areas (most 

compatible, lighter employment uses), Dynamic Employment Areas (mix of traditional 

and lighter employment), and Core Employment Areas (traditional/heavy employment 

type uses).  

The Region is also responsible for identifying a minimum density target (jobs per 

hectare) for individual Employment Areas. The minimum target was established by 

analyzing the existing employment density, reviewing vacant lands supply within the 

boundary and considering the development potential of the vacant land supply.  This 

analysis was carefully done with local municipal staff input.   

Draft employment policies set out a process to convert lands within employment areas 

to non-employment uses. Employment Area Conversion Criteria will assist with 

municipal review and evaluation of any proposed conversion within an employment 

areas during, and after, the Region’s municipal comprehensive review process. 

The Region has received a number of requests for employment conversion through this 

Official Plan process.  Staff are not making any recommendations with respect to these 

requests at this time.  

Following the consideration of this Joint Report, the Region will continue to assess 

received requests and any new employment conversion requests received up to July 2, 

2021. Following this date, the Region will be able to comprehensively evaluate 

conversion requests for conversion based on the process and criteria outlined in the 

draft policies.  The process of examining requests is a requirement of the Land Needs 

Assessment Methodology as it relates to community area land need. 

As noted above, employment is categorized as employment area and employment 

lands.  The paragraphs above generally described matters relating to employment 

areas.  The Region also has an interest in employment land, although the Region’s role 

is less directive.  

Specifically, the Region helps manage employment land use changes (redevelopment), 

which occurs on lands outside of Employment Areas that are designated employment in 

a local Official Plan.  

Draft policies include criteria to assist with municipal review and evaluation of proposed 

employment land redevelopment (i.e. outside of an Employment Area) that introduces 

non-employment uses to the site. For the purposes of redevelopment, the Growth Plan 

requires that space for a similar number of jobs remain accommodated on site.  
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The Region has also set out a process to identify and implement future employment 

areas. The concept of a future employment area is to protect lands outside of the urban 

area that possess desirable traits for large-scale future employment uses. A future 

employment area is intended to protect lands from re-designating to land uses that are 

less compatible with employment uses. 

Ongoing employment work is investigating the identification of Provincially Significant 

Employment Zones (PSEZs).  This requires additional consultation with local 

municipalities and the Province.  Effort is being made to have draft PSEZs identified in 

for the next round of consultation and draft policy and mapping release in summer and 

fall 2021.  

In addition, a process is outlined in the Employment Policy Paper (Appendix 10.2) on 

steps to request a PSEZ designation in the future, if needed. PSEZs can work alongside 

the Regional economic development strategy to help drive job growth.  

The Niagara Economic Gateway identification in the Growth Plan continues to 

recognize strategic benefits of proximity to the Niagara-United States border. The 

Niagara Official Plan can assist in leveraging the Niagara Economic Gateway for 

strategic employment investment through prioritizing the identification of future 

employment areas and PSEZs within the Gateway. 

The Region’s policies seek to strengthen Niagara’s existing employment base by 

attracting and retaining jobs and skilled labour while fostering new economic sectors. 

Diversification of Niagara’s economic sectors that had previously relied heavily on 

manufacturing and agricultural, will help create a resilient economy that is better 

equipped to handle localized, national and global disruptions. 

The COVID-19 pandemic is an example of such a disruption.  At the time of writing, the 

impacts of the pandemic on employment planning are uncertain.  Many businesses 

have made work-from-home arrangements, but such solution impacts only a portion of 

the workforce, and its mid- and longer-term implications are unknown.   

Regionally, employment planning seeks to protect land for that purpose for the long 

term. The Region has taken a conservative, wait-and-see approach to the pandemic.  

Since the pandemic implications are unknown, Staff are of the view that larger changes 

to employment planning should not be implemented at this time, in the event that 

pandemic changes are only short-term, and employment trends do not materially 

change as we exit the pandemic.   
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Thus, for the purpose of the ROP, the Region does not propose major employment 

policy changes.  The Region’s priority remains the protection of, and planning for, 

employment areas over the long-term. 

If, over the coming years, employment trends do change, the Region will undertake an 

Official Plan Amendment to revise its employment policies accordingly.   

Included within this Appendix are the following: 

 A comprehensive Employment Policy Paper that details the above matters, 

including additional background work and mapping (Appendix 10.2) ; 

 

 Draft employment policies (Appendix 10.3); and 

 

 Draft Employment Areas Schedule (Appendix 10.4) 

 


